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Pointers - Definition – Initialization –Operations on pointers-Pointer

arithmetic –Pointers and arrays–Illustrative programs.



Pointer Arithmetic in C

Increment/Decrement of a Pointer

Addition of integer to a pointer

Subtraction of integer to a pointer

Subtracting two pointers of the same type

Comparison of pointers



Pointer Arithmetic in C

1. Increment/Decrement of a Pointer

Increment: It is a condition that also comes under addition. When a pointer is incremented, it actually 

increments by the number equal to the size of the data type for which it is a pointer.

For Example:

If an integer pointer that stores address 1000 is incremented, then it will increment by 4(size of an int), 

and the new address will point to 1004. While if a float type pointer is incremented then it will increment 

by 4(size of a float) and the new address will be 1004.

2. Decrement: It is a condition that also comes under subtraction. When a pointer is decremented, it 

actually decrements by the number equal to the size of the data type for which it is a pointer.

For Example:

If an integer pointer that stores address 1000 is decremented, then it will decrement by 4(size of an int), 

and the new address will point to 996. While if a float type pointer is decremented then it will decrement 

by 4(size of a float) and the new address will be 996
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#include <stdio.h>

int main()

{

int a = 22;

int *p = &a;

printf("p = %u\n", p); // p = 6422288

p++;

printf("p++ = %u\n", p); //p++ = 6422292 +4 // 4 bytes

p--;

printf("p-- = %u\n", p); //p-- = 6422288 -4 // restored to original value

float b = 22.22;

float *q = &b;

printf("q = %u\n", q); //q = 6422284

q++;

printf("q++ = %u\n", q); //q++ = 6422288 +4 // 4 bytes

q--;

printf("q-- = %u\n", q); //q-- = 6422284 -4 // restored to original value

char c = 'a';

char *r = &c;

printf("r = %u\n", r); //r = 6422283

r++;

printf("r++ = %u\n", r); //r++ = 6422284 +1 // 1 byte

r--;

printf("r-- = %u\n", r); //r-- = 6422283 -1 // restored to original value

return 0;

}

Output
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Subtraction of Two Pointers

The subtraction of two pointers is possible only when they have the same data type.

Address2 - Address1 = (Subtraction of two addresses)/size of data type which pointer points
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